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The winery
with i t  my s tory . . .and 

Our

.

family  has been  growing 
wine since the 17th century , the
small operation  and  the
knowledge about the wine have
been  handed  over from 
generation to generation.

In  1985 , my  parents gave me a
small vineyard  with  an area of
1700  m2 and my passion  for
wine production began

After helping my family in the vineyards from an early age,
I began  to replant this area and tend to cultivate it mainly 
by hand.

In the following years I bought vineyards, built a press
house and a wine cellar and created the necessary 
framework for an economical , yet environmentally 
friendly, high quality wine production.

Viticulture is a passion , it requires love , hard  work  and 
patience and  has always been  my  hobby . At the End  of
2006 I decided  to concentrate fully on my vineyards and 
to further develop viticulture. Today I manage a total of 1.8 
hectares - a small , but exquisite , carefully  managed  wine
production.

Since the 2013  vintage , my  company  has been  a
recognized organic wine company of which I am very proud 
not only to love the environment , but also out of complete
conviction.

In 2014 we harvested the first resistant varieties, which 
we are continuously expanding . Our Johanniter has
already been awarded gold several times at the
international PIWI wine award and the Cabernet Cortis,
which is entering its fifth vintage this year, is an excellent
red wine that already has many enthusiastic fans . Both 
are available in a limited, selected amount.
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GRÜNER VELTLINER CONNY´S LANDLUFT
12% ALK. | Baptismal wine, vintage 2020 
Riede Hammergraben + Dorner
Green-yellow in the glass, green apple, Loess-soil with very 
prominent mineral notes, light citrus note, juicy with a fine 
bite. With 12% ALC. It’s a nice drinking wine that simply 
tastes like more, as if made for barbeque on warm summer 
evenings biologic in conversion. 

GRÜNER VELTLINER SCHWARZE KATZE
12% ALK. | Riede Scheibe 
Rich yellow in the glass, a fine, elegant minerality sets the 
tone, spicy, also develops a hint of citrus fruit, rich in finesse 
and finely stylized, with elegant exotic fruit flavour, noble 
acidity and slight residual sweetness bringing a long finish. 

GRÜNER VELTLINER ALTE REBE
13% ALK. | Riede Scheibe 
Classically begins with dark fruit notes, grapefruit and  
William’s pear, slightly roasted notes, beautifully ripe, very 
dignified on the palate, with a good balance between fruit 
ripeness and acidity, full-bodied and powerful with good fruit 
pressure, has a long and piquant finish. 

GRÜNER VELTLINER ALTER FRANZ
11,0% ALK. | Riede Scheibe
Classic Veltliner with fresh, fragrant aromas, green apple and a 
touch of exotic, very appealing fruit, transparent, beautiful, 
elegant summer wine, fruity, subtly juicy, bell-clear, beautiful 
fruit – in short – a self-evident wine. 

GEMISCHTER SATZ
11,5% ALK. | Riede Brunnthal 
The Riede Brunnthal is one of the top locations on the 
Wagram and the Gemischter Satz always delivers a piece of 
wine history in itself, very piquant, light fruit, muscat in the 
foreground, a bit like lime, crisp, subtly juicy at the front, a 
lot of bite, slightly dry and the light sugar residue makes it 
stimulating and tasty. 

ROTER VELTLINER
12 % ALK. | Riede Mitterweg 

The wine needs air, pastries and a touch of butter, hints of
 caramel  and  doughnuts,  quite  brisk  and  lively  on  the  

palate, small extracts of sweetness, individually and 
elegantly interwoven with a harmonious overall picture.

JOHANNITER
12% ALK. | Riede Scheibe 

Resistant grape that is somewhat reminiscent of the Riesling 
variety and did not require any treatment with pesticides in 2020.

 Light  yellow  in  the  glass,  peach  punch  in  the  nose  and  some
 lychee.  Fresh  and  lively  due  to  the  carbonic  acidity,  nice  substance

,  light  fruit  sweetness,  piquant  and  persistent,  the  light
 

fruit
 remains  until  the  relatively  long  finish,  a  classy  thing  -

 
a

 
nice

 summer  wine.  

RIESLING
12% ALK. | Riede Scheibe 

Very striking open fragrance of red peaches  and compote , a little
 gooseberry  background  gives  temperament  and  peppery  spice,
 

the
 stone  fruit  comes  back,  plump,  and  even  a  bit  fruity -sweet

 
with

 
a

 long  finish

 

.  

SAUVIGNON BLANC
12 % ALK. | Riede Brunnthal 

Starts shyly, with delicate aromas, black currants and fresh 
lingonberries, gains momentum in the glass and is plump and

 full-bodied  with  a  fine  melt.  The  dark  berries  remain  
beautifully present in the aftertaste. 

GELBER MUSKATELLER
12% ALK.  |  Weinviertel  NÖ
First a little green pebbly nose, behind it the pure nutmeg 
fruit, nutmegs, peonies, elder blossoms, emerges very 
carefree and spirited, beautiful muscat, long finish. 

CHARDONNAY
12% ALK. | Riede Scheibe 
Matured in a small oak barrel, roasted oak notes, tobacco, 
vanilla glaze, walnuts, and delicate buttery shades determine 
the picture of this full-blooded Burgundy, which is framed 
by piquant citrus tones towards the end, delicious. 

ZWEIGELT ROSE
12,5% ALK. | Neusiedler Hügelland 
With a dash of black cherry and pretty pink in the glass, 
subtle nose, the palate really turns up, strawberry pulp and a 
little bit of sour cherry, nice contrast of fullness, creaminess 
and bite, an unadulterated drinking pleasure.
 

FRIZZANTE LÖSS LIMITED                             
12%

 
ALK. 

 
                                                

Highly successful blend of the main variety Riesling (80 %)
 and  Roter  Veltliner.  With  a  juicy  bite,  structure  and  a

 piquant  finish,  the  bottle  of  this  beautiful  Riesling  sparkling
 wine  will  be  empty  faster  than  you  can.  

BLAUER VOM LÖSS
13% ALK. | Riede Bründlgraben
Deep dark colour in the glass, berry aromas and elderberry in 
the nose, very velvety and harmonious on the palate, a very 
tasty Blauburger with a captivating ease conventional 
cultivation.

  

 




